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Caenorhabditis elegans is renowned for its invariant embryogenesis. This pattern of development is in apparent contrast
to other organisms from Drosophila to higher vertebrates. With the aid of a 4D microscope system (multifocal, time-lapse
video recording system) which permits the extensive documentation and analysis of cell divisions, cell positions, and
migrations in single embryos we have analyzed normal embryogenesis of C. elegans. The instrumentation reveals a
naturally occurring variability in cell division timing, cell positioning, and cell–cell contacts which could not have been
detected by the direct observation used earlier (Sulston et al., 1983, Dev. Biol. 100, 64–119). Embryos are very flexible and
produce an essentially invariant premorphogenetic stage from variable earlier stages. An analysis of the distribution of the
descendants of the early founder blastomeres at the premorphogenetic stage shows that these establish discrete regions in
the embryo, a process involving a considerable amount of cell movement, which again varies in different embryos. Only
cell fate assignment remains invariant. However, as shown earlier, this is not due to an autonomous invariant specification
of cell fates but due to the fact that cell–cell interactions occur very early when the topology of blastomeres in the embryo
is still sufficiently precise to ensure reproducible patterns of inductions. A new concept that founder blastomeres produce
embryonic regions in the embryo can explain the striking complexity of the lineage per se and also the complicated
asymmetric lineage patterns by which the bilateral symmetry of the embryo is established. Many cells, including bilateral
homologs, were apparently chosen for a specific fate solely by their position in the embryo, irrespectively of the lineage
descent by which the cells are created. We postulate that the production of regions by cell–cell interactions is the pivotal
principle guiding the embryogenesis of C. elegans and that the embryogenesis of the worm follows the same basic principles
as embryogenesis in other organisms.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION lineage patterns where most tissues are derived by contribu-
tions from different founder cells.
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is unique among The lineage was originally analyzed by directly observing
developmental systems. Due to the low number of cells in the development of single cells, a very time-consuming ap-
this organism and the small size of the egg the complete proach that required extraordinary patience and experience.
process of embryogenesis can be observed with resolution Therefore, it was difficult to efficiently use the cell lineage
at the level of an individual cell using a light microscope. in the study of experimentally manipulated or mutant em-
Sulston and co-workers (1983a) describe in their seminal bryos. This problem was solved with the development of
work the complete embryonic cell lineage of this nematode. the 4D microscope (Hird and White, 1993; Minden et al.,
During the first cleavages of the embryo the stem cell-like 1989; Thomas et al., 1996). This microscope is a multi-
P cells produce five somatic founder cells and the germline focal-plane, time-lapse video recording system which docu-
precursor P4. The body is then assembled by very complex ments multiple layers of the embryo at constant time inter-
vals and thus allows the observation of all cells in space
and time. An important feature of the system of Hird and1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
White (1993) is its very high optical resolution (600 lines),2 Present address: Department of Biology, Johns Hopkins Univer-
which is superior to the standard resolution supplied bysity, Baltimore, MD 21218.
normal video recorder systems (£400 lines) or digital sys-3 Present address: Department of Zoology, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V6T 1Z4. tems (Thomas et al., 1996). The use of 4D microscopy per-
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mits the extensive analysis of cell lineages in mutant or results suggest that the embryogenesis of C. elegans is
much more variable than previously anticipated.manipulated embryos. The use of the new instrumentation
has already led to new insights concerning cell fate specifi-
cation in the C. elegans embryo (Hutter and Schnabel, 1994,
1995a,b; Mango et al., 1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994; Schna- MATERIALS AND METHODS
bel, 1991).
We describe here improvements of the recording and anal- Strains
ysis systems. A serious limitation of the first system is that
The experiments were carried out with the C. elegans wild-typethe evaluation of the observed lineages has to be docu-
strain N2 Bristol cultivated under standard culture conditionsmented manually and that the positions of the cells corre-
(Brenner, 1974; Wood, 1988).sponding to a lineage are not memorized by the system
(Hird and White, 1993). Therefore, the information gained
by following the lineage is not readily accessible. A new The 4D System: Hardware and Software
program, Biocell, greatly facilitates the lineage analysis by
documenting cell positions at different times and thus cell Our multifocal plane, time-lapse recording system is based on
the system described by Hird and White (1993). A Zeiss Axioplanmigrations, cleavages, and terminal fates. The system can
microscope equipped with Nomarski optics is used for viewing thebe generally applied to the observation of any organism
embryo. Recordings are made using a 1001 Neofluar objective,whose development can be viewed at the cellular level in
with a 1.6-fold expander if only one embryo is recorded or a 1.2-folda light microscope.
expander if three embryos are recorded at one time. A HamamatsuHere we analyze aspects of C. elegans embryogenesis not
Newvicon tube camera (C2400-07) is attached to the microscope
extensively described by Sulston and co-workers (1983a). and feeds the picture to a Sony video monitor (PVM-122CE). Pic-
Our study complements their efforts and demonstrates the tures are stored on a Sony laser video disc (lvd) recorder (LVA6000)
capabilities of the new system. A map of all cells at 235 on a nonrewritable optical disc that can hold 36,250 pictures per
min of development shows that the descendants of the side. One recording usually requires a quarter of the space on a disc.
Embryos are kept at constant temperature during the recording byfounder cells create regions of the embryo. These regions
running water of the desired temperature through a copper ringare established by cell movements which show a striking
bent around the objective and through the microscope stage. Avariability. Bilateral symmetry is established according to
motor controlled shutter that closes the light path is used to switchthe regions which are located in bilateral positions, rather
off the light between the recordings. A second motor attached tothan by a symmetric arrangement of the lineage descent.
the focus control of the microscope moves the stage up and downThe morphogenetic events establishing the body wall mus-
to view the different focal planes of the embryo. A feedback loop
cle are analyzed. The comparison of a specific lineage in with a distance sensor attached to the microscope stage guarantees
different embryos shows significant variability in the cleav- accurate focusing over the entire length of a recording. The motor
age pattern of cells. The analysis of similar early stages in control unit was supplied by Physik Instrumente (D-76337 Wald-
different embryos shows that the arrangement of blasto- bronn). During the recording a computer (IBM-compatible) controls
the focus and shutter motors and the laser video disc recorder. Themeres differs significantly among different embryos. Our
FIG. 1. The Biocell program. The figure shows several features of the analysis software SIMI Biocell. The program uses separate windows
to display the lineage tree and a digitized image of the embryo. On the left side of the window with the lineage tree a time scale is shown.
The black tree corresponds to the analyzed embryo. It is created during the lineage observation by the introduction of new branches when
a mitosis is entered. The tree can easily be compared with a user-defined reference tree that is displayed in grey. The red dots on the
vertical lines correspond to the time points where the position of a cell has been marked in the video image window. Cells are marked
by clicking on the nucleus. There is no limit to the number of marks used; a cell can be marked in every picture if desired. The marks
can be used to jump to different time points and cells within the recording and serve as landmarks for the analysis of cell migrations.
The green dots mark the mitoses. Dashed horizontal lines indicate selected times where all cells in the embryo must be marked. This
helps to record the position of all cells at defined stages of development. (A) An enlarged part of the lineage window showing the MSppp
lineage. The blue line shows that the path of the MSpppaap cell is activated. This cell, called Z1, is one of the precursors of the somatic
gonad. The red dots mark the positions of the cells between 235 and 310 min (see Fig. 15 for further details of the migration of Z1). The
video image window shows the focal level 14 (a medial plane) of the corresponding embryo at 310 minutes of development. Anterior is
to the left. The five red crosses connected by lines show the anterior–posterior (left to right in the video image) migration of Z1 depicted
by the function ‘‘cell movement.’’ This function projects the positions of this cell at different times as marked by the red dots in the
lineage window into the video overlay window. The leftmost point corresponds to the position of the cell at 235 min of development.
The rightmost point marks the position of the cell at 310 min of development. (B) Blastomeres give rise to regions in the embryo. The
blue highlighting in the lineage window shows that the red dot corresponding to blastomere ABalp at 55 minutes of development was
activated. The video image window shows level 9 of the embryo and the position of the blastomere is depicted by the green cross. The
function ‘‘cell movement’’ was set to show the migration paths of all descendants to the terminal positions at 235 min of development.
All descendants are confined to a specific region on the left side of the embryo. A complete map of the embryo at this time is shown in
Fig. 3.
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FIG. 2. Variability of the cell division times in wild-type embryos. The figure shows examples of lineages from all founder cells analyzed
in different wild-type embryos in comparison with the lineage according to Sulston (Sulston et al., 1983a). The vertical axis is a time
axis, and every cell division is indicated by a horizontal bar creating a branch in the lineage tree. The anterior sister is always to the left.
Embryos 1 to 6 were recorded at 25C, embryos 7 to 9 at 20C. (A) ABarpp produces 16 bilaterally homologous cells on the left (anterior
8 cells) and the right side (posterior 8 cells) of the embryo. ABplaap and ABpraap are also bilaterally homologous lineages. (B) Examples
of P1-derived lineages. (C) Analysis of the timing of cell cleavages and the occurrence of programmed cell death in the ABala lineage. The
identity of the lineages was confirmed by observing the cell deaths occurring in many lineages. To allow a better comparison of the
different embryos the pattern of the last round of cell cleavages is extracted at the bottom of the figure. Below each lineage the mean
time of the last cell divisions is indicated. The horizontal stippled line indicates the comma stage of the embryos, which can be determined
very reliably (Sulston et al., 1983a). The general development of the two embryos analyzed here varied by only 8 min, the average time
of the last cleavages by 12 min. The timing of individual cell cleavages and cell deaths varies significantly in the embryos. The figure
indicates that the timing of cell divisions shows a variation that becomes more pronounced in later than in earlier divisions. Cleavage
times vary not only among different embryos, but also between homologous lineages within an embryo. The variability of the cleavage
timing is the same at the two different temperatures.
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FIG. 2—Continued
computer program that operates the whole system allows one to called Simi Biocell and is available from Simi Gmbh.4 It is a Win-
dows 3.1-based program that runs best on a computer equippedgenerate custom-designed, multi-focal-plane, time-lapse recordings
with a Pentium (or equivalent) processor. Pictures coming fromand contains a simple routine for the analysis of the recording.
the lvd player are digitized with a frame grabber (Screen Machine
4 A freeware version of the Biocell software has been made avail-
Biocell: A Program for the Analysis of Time-Lapse able by Simi (Unterschleissheim). The software permits viewing of
Recordings 4D videos of embryos 1 (complete) and 2 (relevant time points),
which are supplied together with the lineage data sets by the authors.
To facilitate a large-scale lineage analysis and to get easier access It will be also possible to analyze the lineage of embryo 1. The
to the wealth of data such as cell cleavages, cell positions, and fates package can be downloaded from the Web site http://www.biochem.
in the embryo that are collected in a lineage analysis, we designed mpg.de/schnabel/lineage. It runs on IBM-compatible computers un-
a new analysis software (database) which was programmed by Simi der Windows 3.1. It should also run on Power Macintosh computers
emulating Windows 3.1.Gmbh (D-85705 Unterschleissheim, Germany). The program is
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ent at a given time which can be rotated in any direction to facili-
tate the comparison of embryos recorded in different orientations
(Figs. 8 and 15). The movements of a cell or of groups of cells can
be also visualized with the ‘‘3D’’ feature (Fig. 7).
Recording of Embryos
Wild-type embryos used for the lineage analysis and cell migra-
tion studies described in this work were prepared and mounted as
described by Sulston et al. (1983a). Recordings of the developing
embryos were made at 25C with 25 different focal planes at a
distance of 1 mm between two focal planes, at intervals of 30–35
sec for 6–7 hr. The resolution of such a recording is sufficient to
follow all cells, their divisions, and migrations up to the onset of
morphogenesis and a large part of the cells even up to the stage
when the muscle cells become functional and start contracting (1
1
2-fold stage). The onset of muscle twitching at this stage leads to
extensive movement of the embryo so that it is no longer possible
to follow cells in a time lapse recording.
We routinely record embryos at 25C rather than 20C because
although embryos at 20C develop by a factor of 1.2 times slower
than at 25C the intervals between recordings cannot be extended
accordingly, since the ‘‘jitter’’ of cells is not significantly reduced
when the temperature is lowered. Thus the recording would have
to be extended, so that the single side of a video disk would no
longer allow two full recordings, which would increase the ex-
penses by a factor of two. Also many more pictures would have to
be analyzed to get the same result. The recording is performed at
a very low light level (setting 4.2) which does not increase the
temperature of the specimen as tested with a microthermosensor
placed in the oil between the coverslip and the objective in the light
beam. Collecting 25 focal levels takes 12 sec; thus, the specimen is
only illuminated for a third of the time the recording is proceeding.
Embryos hatch after the recording. All times reported here refer to
development at 25C. Our times can be compared to those of Sul-
ston et al. (1983a) after multiplication with a factor of 1.2. In this
work we multiplied all times given by Sulston and co-workers by
a factor of 0.83 to compare them to our results. As can be seen in
Fig. 2B, the error by comparing absolute times at different tempera-
tures is less than 10%. The comma stage can be determined withFIG. 2—Continued
the precision of 2 or 3 min. According to Sulston et al. (1983a) this
stage occurs at 395 min at 20C, which corresponds to 330 min at
25C, according to our conversion of times. The six embryos ana-
lyzed here developed at 25C in 358 { 23 min to the comma stage.
However, none of the conclusions presented here depends on theII from Fast Inc.) and displayed on the computer screen (pictures
from a digital recorder can be directly used). Since digitizing the absolute time of events. To exclude that the observed variabilities
are due to the recording at 25C we also recorded three embryospictures, however, lowers their quality significantly, the pictures
are also displayed in parallel on a high-resolution monitor. During (Nos. 7 to 9) in a single recording at 20C. These embryos also
hatched and the three larvae grew up to fertile hermaphrodites.lineage analysis where cell cleavages and cell positions are re-
corded, the software gradually builds up the lineage tree of the The results presented here are based on two recordings that were
analyzed extensively (embryos 1 and 2 at 25C) and three recordingsanalyzed embryo which is also displayed on the computer screen
(Fig. 1). This tree can be compared to a reference tree (e.g., that of (embryos 3, 4, and 6 at 25C; embryo 5 at 25C; embryos 7 to 9 at
20C) which were analyzed less extensively to test the generalitySulston et al., 1983a) shown in the background. Cell positions are
marked at any time point by clicking with the mouse pointer on of the observations made on the first two embryos. The recording
corresponding to embryo 1 in this manuscript starts at the 4-cellthe cell (nucleus) in the window displaying the digitized image.
This creates a mark at the position of the cell. In the lineage tree stage, i.e., at 30 min after the division of the zygote and ends at
around 400 min of development, when the embryo starts twitching.the time point of the mark is indicated by a dot on the appropriate
branch of the tree. Migrations can be visualized on the screen when It was possible to follow all the cells (385) up to the end of gastrula-
tion (235 min). This is when the last round of cell divisions iscells have been marked at various time points (Fig. 1). Cell position
data can be extracted as text files and imported into data base or initiated, which occurs only when morphogenesis is initiated. For
the recorded embryo this time point corresponds to 280 min of3D reconstruction programs. A recent version of the program
allows three-dimensional, color-coded representations of cells pres- development at 20C according to Sulston et al. (1983a). One hun-
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dred fourteen cells were followed up to 395 min, the 112-fold stage. Quantitative Analysis of the General Rotation of
Five minutes later the embryo starts to twitch since muscle move- the Embryo
ment has initiated. This time point corresponds to 430 min of
We estimated the rotation of embryos by determining the meandevelopment at 20C according to Sulston et al. (1983a). During
rotation of the descendants of the blastomeres present at the 12-lineaging the positions of the centers of nuclei of all cells that have
cell stage. This was only possible after the feature ‘‘3D’’ of thebeen followed were marked at time intervals of 10 to 15 min. In
Biocell program was completed toward the end of this work. Thethe beginning, care was taken that the chosen time points do not
program permits to build three-dimensional views at any givenfall into periods of cell divisions. As divisions become more and
time of development when the positions of all nuclei present atmore asynchronous at later stages this became impossible and regu-
that time have been marked and thus stored. To determine thelar 15-min intervals were chosen from 175 min onward.
rotational position of a region or cell at a given time the region
was turned around the x-axis until its center reached the top of the
embryo in the 3D model. The program indicates the angle by whichReliability of Lineaging
the embryo was turned. The values of the 12-cell stage were taken
Due to the very high resolution of the system, most lineages can as references to determine the further rotation. The rotation of the
be followed easily. Problems do arise occasionally at the lowest descendants of the initial blastomere at a given time point was
focal levels. The only relevant error during lineaging is that at some then calculated by subtracting the values determined for the differ-
stage cells (nuclei) are exchanged by accident immediately after a ent time points from those of the 12-cell stage (Fig. 8). The mean
mitosis when other cells divide at the same time in the region or rotation which we assume to reflect the general rotation of the
when cells come into very close contact. Initially errors could only embryo was calculated from the values of all lineages at a given
be spotted when cells looked familiar because they were already time point. We used this procedure instead of assuming that the
seen performing another lineage. It is our experience that promi- embryos rotated by 90 during development since some of the ap-
nent cells in difficult regions are very strong attractors and one parent rotation may also be achieved by a reorganization of the
may end up even with several lineages in the same cells. The func- embryo through cell migrations (see main text). We expect that the
tion ‘‘3D’’ in the Biocell program gives a realistic model of the corrections applied by this procedure supply a realistic view of the
positions of all marked nuclei, color-coded according to their de- cell movements in the context of the embryo.
scent (Fig. 14). We found that running this feature in parallel to To correct the paths of cells we rotated the position of a cell at
the lineage analysis on a second computer screen allows detection a given time backward by the number of degrees the embryo rotated
of an apparent collision of nuclei supposedly belonging to different relative to the time point at which the observation was started (see
lineages. The error can then normally be easily resolved in a few Fig. 9). For that purpose we assumed that the rotation progresses
minutes (sometimes hours). We are developing an automatic colli- linearly through the whole time of development (Fig. 8).
sion monitor for this feature. When we rechecked the lineage of
embryo 1, which had been analyzed without this feature, we spot-
ted 21 errors in 385 lineages using this feature. Thus, the error rate Comparison of Different Embryos
was in the range of 5%. A second indication that an error may have
Due to the variation of the cleavage timing in different embryosoccurred is that a blastomere moves to a region normally occupied
we chose the stages for comparing embryos not by the absoluteby descendants of another blastomere (see main text). The lineages
timing of development but rather by comparing the cleavage pat-of embryos 1 and 2 were also rechecked by counting the nuclei at
terns, e.g., the cleavages from the 32-AB- to the 64-AB-cell stage.235 min and comparing the number with the number expected to
Therefore, the indicated times in the different embryos may differbe present according to the lineage. This excludes the rare event
by a few minutes. Where small differences in timing appeared irrel-that cells from different lineages were marked at exactly the same
evant, time points were rounded by a few minutes to avoid anposition. If this happens no partial overlap of the spheres represent-
unnecessary complexity. Cells normally do not move significantlying the nuclei would be spotted in the 3D representation. It is too
during the time by which the cleavages vary in different embryos.much to hope that the lineage analyses are without any error. For
In Fig. 11 we always recorded the positions of cells immediatelyexample it is still possible that nuclei were exchanged within sub-
before their cleavage. Although the timing of cleavages also varieslineages, however, this should have occurred only rarely.
we rationalised that this should give a good standardization among
different embryos.
To record the positions of cells in the embryos acetate sheetsAnalysis of the Rotation of Embryos under the
were fixed to the video screen. The position of the embryo wasMicroscope
recorded by drawing the egg shell as seen on the central level 12.
The positions of the nuclei were then noted at the level closest toUsing the function ‘‘3D’’ of the new software it is possible to
display all nuclei which are stored with their positional informa- the center of the nucleus. The error of determining the position of
the nuclei on the z-axis thus corresponds to approximately half ation in the data bank at a given time point. This three-dimensional
view can be rotated along all axes. To show the embryos from focal level.
One obstacle to comparing different embryos during develop-anterior to posterior (Fig. 7) all 3D views were rotated around the
y axis by 270. Because some cells in the anterior tend to block the ment is that embryos often have different orientations. Embryo
1 at 235 min was lying with its dorsal side up, similar to theview, the following cells were removed: at 115 and 175 min, all
progeny of ABalaaa and ABplpaa; at 245 min in addition the progeny standard embryo shown in Sulston et al. (1983a). We therefore
chose this embryo as our reference embryo, since the positionsof ABarpaaa, ABarpapa, ABpraa, ABplaa, Caap, and Cpapp. The
function ‘‘3D movement’’ was used to generate part B of Fig. 7. of nuclei in this embryo can be shown in perspective without
any manipulation of the view. Embryo 2 presented a ventral viewAgain, all views were rotated by 270 in order to show the cross-
sections as seen from anterior. at the corresponding stage.
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FIG. 3. Formation of regions in the embryo. The lineage establishes regions in the embryo. (A to D) Embryo 1, (E, F) embryo 2. (A1) The
12-cell stage of embryo 1 at 47 min of development as it is seen in the recording. (A2) A dorsal view of the embryo which was created
by rotating the embryo. In this orientation, which corresponds to the orientation in B to D, the positions of the early blastomeres can be
compared with those of the corresponding regions at the premorphogenetic stage at 235 min of development. The color coding is self-
explicatory. Anterior or left lineages are always labeled with the same color using a darker tone. The focal levels are indicated in the
nuclei. Level 1 corresponds to the most dorsal focal plane. (B–D) Dorsal view of embryo 1, anterior to the left at 235 min of development
at the end of gastrulation shortly before morphogenesis is initiated. (B1–B4) Regions formed by the AB-derived blastomeres. (C) MS- and
E-derived cells. (D) C- and D-derived cells. (E1) 12-cell stage of embryo 2 at 45 min of development as it is seen under the microscope.
(E2) Dorsal view of the embryo which was created by turning the embryo. (F1–F4) The regions formed by the AB lineage of this embryo
(dorsal views). At this stage both embryos are very similar despite the fact that earlier stages were very dissimilar (see main text and Fig.
14). The asterisks in B4 and F4 show the positions of the descendants of ABplppaa which are in identical positions despite the fact that
their grandmothers were in very different positions at 135 min of development (Fig. 14).
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To compare cell positions at a given stage as shown in Fig. 12,
cells were projected onto a cross-section corresponding to the posi-
tion with the largest diameter of the egg. In this projection the
positions of the nuclei on the left–right axis are maintained, but
now the position of the nucleus on the z-axis can be indicated. To
adapt the orientation of embryos 2 and 5 to that of embryo 1 the
cross-sections of the embryos were rotated until the nuclei of the
descendants of ABarp were in about the same position as embryo
1. The new positions of the nuclei along the z-axis were determined
by using a grid indicating the 25 levels of the recording which was
oriented along the new top to bottom axis which now is identical
to that of embryo 1. Then a new dorsal view showing the anterior–
posterior axis of embryos 2 and 5 was constructed by shifting the
cells in their new position along the left–right axis. The new posi-
tion in the z-axis is also indicated. Cell–cell contacts in the em-
bryos were evaluated by directly inspecting the cells on the video
screen.
The views of the embryos shown in Fig. 14 were created using
the new ‘‘3D’’ feature described above. All embryos were turned so
that the most posterior descendant of ABarp was in the uppermost
position. In the future the program can be used to compare different
embryos as in Fig. 12 since this program feature automatically
calculates the new positions of cells on the z-axis after a rotation
around the x-axis.
RESULTS AND COMMENTS
Timing of Cell Divisions
Sulston and co-workers described the cell lineage of C.
elegans with the exact time of all cell divisions in the em-
bryo (Sulston et al., 1983a). Since this cell lineage was as-
sembled in a piecemeal manner by following only a few
cells in a single embryo and since the precise timing of
divisions was of course not the major concern of the authors
it is not clear how closely the timing of cell divisions in an
individual embryo follows the consensus given by Sulston
and co-workers. However, a certain variation (2–10%) in
the timing of cell divisions was already reported by Sulston
et al. (1983a). To get a better idea of the variation in the
timing of cell divisions in the C. elegans embryo and in
order to find out whether the relative timing of cell divi-
sions can be used as a reliable marker for the lineage itself,FIG. 4. Examples of substructures of the regions formed in the
we compared the cell division times of lineages from allembryo. Bilateral homologs are chosen according to the positions
somatic founder cells in different embryos (Fig. 2). It is strik-of regions. (A) Local structure of 3 AB-derived regions. Dorsal view.
The figure shows that the descendants of the AB blastomeres gener- ing how variable lineages can be. For example the ABarpp
ally stay together to form small subregions within the larger regions blastomere produces two identical sublineages generating
formed by their founding blastomeres. Color coding of the rings is bilateral homologs, mainly hypodermal seam cells, located
the same as that of the cells in Fig. 3. The fillings show the descent on the left and right lateral sides of the embryo. We observed
within the ABxxx lineages. ABxxxaa, yellow; ABxxxap, red; ABx- considerable variation in the relative timing of cell divi-
xxpa, green; and ABxxxpp, blue. (B) Creation of bilateral symmetry.
sions, and the cleavage pattern of none of six analyzed em-Dorsal view. Examples for the creation of bilateral homologs de-
rived from lineages which are initially left–right homologous (case
1 in the main text) and from lineages which are not initially left–
right homologous (case 2). Most descendants of the left–right ho-
mologous ABpla and ABpra blastomeres form left–right bilateral lineage tree itself it is not obvious why these sublineages which are
pairs of cells (light- and dark-green). Exceptions are the most ante- nonhomologous with regard to their lineage should form identical
rior ABplaaa (orange filling) and ABpraaa (yellow filling) sublineages structures on the two sides of the embryo. We propose that these
which form bilateral homologs with cells derived from ABarpap lineages were chosen because they form small regions in the appro-
(orange filling) or ABalppp (yellow filling), respectively. From the priate bilateral positions in the embryo.
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bryos matched the consensus given by Sulston et al. (1983a).
It is remarkable that also the sublineages on either the left
side or the right side of the embryo (Fig. 2A) differ signifi-
cantly from each other in the same embryo. Generally vari-
ability increases with developmental time in absolute
terms. Embryos 1 and 5 reach the comma stage at 350 or
358 min, respectively. The second to last cleavage of the
ABalaa lineage occurs in these embryos on average at 193
{ 3.3 or 183 { 3.2 min and the last cleavages occur at 269
{ 10 or 257 { 11 min ({SD). Thus the last cell cycle takes
76 or 74 min, respectively. But the cleavages of specific cells
in these embryos may vary by as much as {20 min, a time
period equivalent to 25% of the last cell cycle (Fig. 2B).
The variability of cell cleavages is not caused by using a
temperature of 25C for our analysis. We observe the same
variability of cleavages of the ABarp lineage (Fig. 2A) in
embryos recorded at 20C, the temperature used by Sulston
et al. (1983a).
The observed variation suggests that there is no global
regulation of cell cleavages and that sublineages rather run
autonomously. It will be discussed later that cells which
acquire variable positions during embryogenesis, which
may be partly due to the variability of cleavage timing, are
later tied together by a sorting process.
The Embryonic Lineage Creates Regions in the
C. elegans Embryo
On first sight, the lineage of the worm appears extremely
complicated since tissues are assembled from small lineage
blocks derived from different parts of the lineage and there
are no obvious underlying rules for the creation of the tis-
sues. We propose in the Discussion that the complexity of
the lineage and the complexity of the creation of bilateral
symmetry can be explained by assuming that the early de-
termination of the embryo assigns primarily different re-
gions in the embryo and that the lineage only serves to
recruit the appropriate cell fates in these regions.
Two features, ‘‘cell movement’’ and ‘‘3D,’’ of the new
lineage analysis software allow the display of the migration
paths and the positions of the descendants of a blastomere
at different stages of embryogenesis (Fig. 1, see also Fig. 14).
When we used these functions, it became obvious that the
descendants of all lineages populate discrete regions of the
embryo up to the premorphogenetic stage (Figs. 3 and 15).
Essentially no intermingling of cells derived from different
lineages occurs to form the tissues or organs. Nevertheless,
of mitoses to the migration are indicated by hatched lines. Only aFIG. 5. Migrations establishing regions in the embryo. The poste-
rior AB-derived blastomeres establish regions distant from the ini- third (35%) of the paths is contributed by the cell cleavages. There-
fore, cleavages are not sufficient to allow cells to reach the terminaltial position of these blastomeres at the 12-cell stage. The paths are
presented as seen under the microscope. Embryo 1. Cell identities, positions. Cells rather move actively toward their targets. (B) Both
blastomeres ABpla and ABarpp contribute to the left lateral hypo-developmental time in min, and the focal level are indicated along
the migration paths. (A) The migration paths of cells moving very dermal seam cells (V4L, TL). The precursors of both cells use the
same path to migrate toward their terminal positions.far to their positions at 235 min of development. The contributions
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FIG. 6. Generation of bilateral symmetry in the C. elegans embryo. The figure depicts examples for the cell migrations by which bilateral
symmetry is established in the embryo. Dorsal views are shown with anterior to the left, i.e., the left side of the embryo is down and the
right side is up. The circles indicate the positions of the nuclei of the cells. The size of the circles reflects the size of the nuclei at a given
time. The numbers within the circles code the time of observation and the letters whether a lineage is contributing to the left (a) or to
the right (b) side of the embryo. The corresponding lineages are indicated above and below the embryos. So, for example, in part A1 (1a)
stands for the blastomere ABprpaa at 90 and (2a) at 100 min of development. (3a) and (4a) demark the positions of its daughter ABprpaap
at 115 or 135 min, respectively. The complete time code and identity of the corresponding blastomeres is listed below. The focal levels
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some structures, e.g., the pharynx, are formed by contribu- bility that the final cell position is determined solely by
the specific cleavage pattern of the cell precursors. It ap-tions of several regions which cover the appropriate part of
the body. Figure 3 shows the positions of all cells at the pears that completely unrelated cells aiming for a specific
part of the embryo use a common path (Fig. 5). Furtherend of gastrulation, 235 min (all times correspond to devel-
opment at 25C, see Materials and Methods for an explana- migration paths are shown in Fig. 6 as examples of the
establishment of left–right symmetry. One might assumetion), shortly before morphogenesis is initiated. The cells
are labeled in this figure according to their descent from that cells were selected so that their cleavage pattern con-
tributes to the movement through the embryo to theirthe blastomeres present at the 12-cell stage after the major
events which specify the early blastomeres have occurred final position in the premorphogenetic stage. It appears,
however, that this was not generally the case. As seen in(Hutter and Schnabel, 1995a). There is some global correla-
tion between the positions of the blastomeres in the early Fig. 6C, the blastomere ABarppaa is displaced very far to
the right when born, although its descendants are finallyembryo and the positions of the regions produced later.
However, as will be discussed below, extensive cell migra- located on the left side of the embryo. To compensate for
this displacement, the blastomere immediately migratestions are necessary to establish the regions.
That blastomeres form discrete regions holds also for ear- back and its descendants migrate a longer distance to the
left than those of its posterior sister blastomere, whichlier and later stages than the 12-cell stage. For example, the
four sublineages (ABplpaa, ABplpap, ABplppa, and ABplppp) is not displaced by cell division (Fig. 6D2). These observa-
tions demonstrate that cell migrations play a major rolederived from ABplp again form confined subregions within
the larger region formed by this blastomere (Fig. 4A). in bringing cells to their final position. The descendants
of the blastomeres formed at the 12-cell stage stay to-
gether and move together at all stages of development up
Establishment of Regions by Cell Movement to the initiation of morphogenesis (see Fig. 14).
The formation of regions involves more than just the
divisions of the blastomeres to fill the region they occupy Detailed Analysis of Cell Movements and the
in the 12-cell embryo. For example, the ABp- and the AB- Rotation of Embryos
arp-derived regions are formed by extensive cell move-
ments, some of which correspond to almost the full To determine active cell movements within the embryo
it is necessary to compensate for the movement of the entirelength of the embryo (Fig. 3). In Fig. 5 three examples of
the paths of cells which move very far during embryogen- embryo within the eggshell. Migration paths of cells need
to be corrected for general movements of the embryo inesis are shown. The contribution of cell divisions to the
general cell movement is indicated in the migration order to distinguish passive cell displacements and true mi-
grations of cells with respect to one another.paths. In the examples, cell cleavages contribute to only
a third of the travelled distance, which excludes the possi- Sulston et al. (1983a) observed that embryos at the four-
in which the nuclei are found are also indicated. L13 indicates that the center of the nucleus of ABprpaa at 90 (1a) and 100 min (2b) was
located at level 13 of the recording. In A1, B, C, and D1 the positions of cells were corrected to compensate for the general rotation of
the embryo (see main text and Fig. 9). (A2 and D2) The same migrations as A1 and D1 but without any correction as observed under the
microscope to permit access to the original data and to demonstrate the effect of the correction again. (A to C) The basic patterns by
which bilateral symmetry is established as discussed in the main text. (A) Case 1: Bilateral homologs derived from left–right equivalent
blastomeres. (B) Case 2a: Bilateral homologs derived from left–right nonequivalent blastomeres. (C) Case 3: Formation of bilateral homologs
by one blastomere through extensive left–right migration. The regions established by the corresponding AB blastomeres at the 12-cell
stage are indicated in the figure by stippled lines. It appears that the pattern by which bilateral symmetry is established is governed by
the positions of the regions in the body plan. (A to C) Lineages producing after a further cleavage neuronal cells whose names are indicated.
The migration pattern in (C) was included to show that neuronal precursors migrate in a pattern similar to that of the closely related
hypodermal precursors of V4L/R (Fig. 9) which could be suspected to show a special migrational behavior because hypodermis has to
cover the surface of the embryo. The direction of the mitosis of the cell ABarppa (2a to 3a), indicated by an arrow, suggests that cells are
not necessarily selected for the correct cleavage direction. This cleavage displaces the anterior daughter 3a in a direction opposite to its
migration target. This is compensated by a further migration to the left of the cells from this lineage than of those derived from its
posterior sister 3a in Fig. 9. (D) Cell movements positioning two bilaterally homologous MS-derived body wall muscles. The precursors
of these cells initially lie ventrally but migrate during gastrulation through the embryo to their dorsal position. The numbers within the
nuclei correspond to the following time points and precursor cells: (1) 90 min and (2) 100 min: blastomeres ABxxxxx, for example, as
already mentioned, ABprpaa in part A1 of this figure. The number of generations reflected in the number of letters behind the blastomere
name will be indicated in the following by abbreviating ABxxxxx as ABx5 etc. (3) 115 min and (4) 135 min: blastomeres ABx6; (5) 150
min, (6) 165 min, (7) 175 min, and (8) 190 min, blastomeres ABx7 (e.g., ABprpaapp); (9) 205 min, (10) 220 min, and (11) 235 min: blastomeres
ABx8 (e.g., ABprpaappp). The time points cover the period between the beginning of gastrulation where the ABx5 blastomeres are born to
the end of gastrulation when the cells are at their final position.
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cell stage either display the left or right side and then rotate opment. The varying angles of rotation for the different
regions and the apparent discrepancy between the deter-clockwise by approximately 45 into an either dorsal or ven-
tral position between 100 and 150 min of development at mined values and the observed rotation of the axes by about
90 (Fig. 7) are caused by rearrangements of the regions with20C (approximately 75 and 125 min at 25C). We define the
rotation direction by looking at the embryo from anterior. A respect to each other. Some blastomeres (e.g., ABplp and
ABprp) lie laterally initially and produce regions occupyingsecond rotation occurs after 330 min of development during
morphogenesis when the elongating tail enforces a rotation the two lateral sides later, thus exemplifying the overall
rotation. Other blastomeres (e.g., ABara) move from a lateralof the embryo in the egg shell, which is slightly compressed
on the agar pad (Sulston et al., 1983a). This second rotation (right) position to fill a region more toward the midline
(ventral) and thus show very little rotation (Fig. 7).occurs much later than the events described here with ex-
ception of the body wall muscle migrations described in the We also determined the rotation in six more embryos by
analyzing the rotation of the C descendants, which reflectlegend to Fig. 16 and is therefore not discussed further.
We found that the rotational movements of the em- the general rotation of the early embryo. Three of these
were also mounted on an agar pad. Considering the 12-cellbryos we analyzed are very complex. Four-cell embryos
indeed displayed either the left (embryos 1 and 2) or right stage as the starting point, embryo 3 rotated only a few
degrees clockwise to always display its left side. Embryosside (embryo 5). Embryos 1 and 5 then rotated clockwise;
embryo 2, however, rotated counterclockwise. Thus em- 4 and 6 rotated also clockwise from right to ventral by ap-
proximately 50. Two of three embryos mounted withoutbryos with the same initial orientation may rotate in dif-
ferent directions. any apparent compression on Teflon-coated slides also ro-
tated clockwise by about 40 between 75 and 125 min. TheThe exact determination of the overall rotation of an em-
bryo is a significant problem. Sulston et al. (1983a) reported remaining embryo rotated only very little (by about 5, data
not shown). We do not know currently what causes thethat the rotation ends at 150 (125 at 25C) min of develop-
ment. When we, however, analyzed the cell movements of rotation of the embryos. The slight compression on the agar
pad appears not to be the cause.embryo 1 it appeared that the general rotation continued
after this time (Fig. 7). An imaginary left–right axis connect- We consider the phenomenon that embryos rotate under
the microscope to be a severe problem for the analysis ofing a pair of left–right symmetrical cells gradually shifts
from a vertical to a horizontal orientation between 65 and cell movements during embryogenesis which will require
a more careful treatment in the future than is given here.235 min of development. If the position of E and MS in the
12-cell stage is taken as ventral and the position of dorsal However, the description of the rotational movements
achieved here permits correction of the migration of cellshypodermal cells at 235 min of development is taken as
dorsal, then also the dorsal–ventral axis shifts by approxi- during embryogenesis to get at least a more realistic view
of individual cell movements within the general context ofmately 90 from a horizontal to a vertical orientation.
Since it is almost impossible to analyze the movements the embryo than without any correction for the rotation of
the embryo at all.of all cells, even employing the 4D microscope, we esti-
mated the rotational movement of the embryos by de- In order to correct the migration paths of cells, the posi-
tions of the cells at different stages of development weretermining the rotation of the centers of the different groups
of cells, i.e., of the different regions founded by the blasto- rotated to compensate for the general rotation of the embryo
which occurred up to the corresponding stage (see Materialsmeres of the 12-cell stage embryo at different times of devel-
opment (Fig. 8). According to this analysis all embryos (1, and Methods and the legend to Fig. 9 for a detailed descrip-
tion). In Fig. 9 the consequences of this correction are dem-2, and 5) rotate during all of development from the 12-cell
stage until the premorphogenetic stage. With this method onstrated in an example, the left–right migrations of the
precursors of the hypodermal cells V4L and V4R born inthe value for the rotation of embryo 1 is 061 (clockwise),
for embryo 2 /75 (counterclockwise), and for embryo 5 the division of ABarpp. These migrations are part of the
establishment of left–right symmetry. In the uncorrected043 (Fig. 8). This method permits estimation of the rota-
tional movements of embryos over the whole time of devel- paths it appears that the precursors of V4R essentially stay
FIG. 7. General rotation of the embryo between the 12-cell stage and the premorphogenetic stage. (A) Cross-sections through 3D views
of embryo 1 at the indicated times, viewed from anterior to posterior, side facing the coverslip up. The 3D function of the Biocell software
allows each cell to be identified by a flag when it is activated with the mouse pointer. Up to 90 min all nuclei are shown; later, cells in
the anterior which would block the view are deleted (see Materials and Methods for details). Using an imaginary line connecting the
blastomeres ABplp and ABprp or the approximate centers of the regions they give rise to, one can see that the left–right axis shifts from
a vertical to a horizontal orientation. Note that embryos are flattened on the side facing the cover slip. This embryo displays a left view
initially and rotates to a dorsal view. (B) The movement of different cells during the time period between 47 and 235 min. Of the
blastomeres ABplp, ABprp, ABara, and ABalp, eight descendants each were selected. Lines connecting the blastomere with its progeny
increase in darkness with time. The lower right picture shows P4 and two D cells as examples of gastrulating cells, to illustrate that the
gastrulation movements are minor compared to rotation and to interior movements toward their final destinations.
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on the right side, whereas the left cell V4L reaches the left
side of the embryo by a far displacement of its precursors
during the whole time of observation between 90 and 235
minutes. By correcting the positions of cells for the general
rotation of the embryo, the migrations of the cells appear
much more symmetric.
Gastrulation
As described by Sulston et al. (1983a), gastrulation begins
with an inward movement of the gut precursors, Ea and Ep,
from the ventral side. Figure 7 (lower right) shows as an
example of gastrulation the movements of one germline
precursor, Z2, and of two body wall muscles derived from
the D lineage. The movements of two MS-derived muscles
are shown in Fig. 6D. Compared to the general movements
described so far the movements caused by gastrulation ap-
pear to be minor. An initial rotation is followed by a short
inward movement. Further migrations of cells in the inte-
rior of the embryo to occupy their final positions may be
longer and may cover larger distances than the gastrulation
movements per se.
Establishment of Bilateral Symmetry in the Embryo
The C. elegans larva shows an overall left–right symme-
try of the body plan with a few asymmetries (Sulston et al.,
1983a; Wood, 1991). However, this general symmetry (of
fate and position) is derived secondarily from an embryo
which in the early stages of development has a pronounced
asymmetry of blastomere arrangement and fates. The topo-
logical left–right asymmetry of the AB lineage is created at
the 6-cell stage during the first division along the left–right
axis. The primary left–right asymmetry of cell fates is in-
duced at the 12-cell stage when the left–right equivalence
of the anterior four of the eight AB-derived blastomeres
present at this stage is broken by an induction from the MS
blastomere (Hutter and Schnabel, 1994; Wood, 1991). Minor
asymmetries in ABp are induced later, shortly before gastru-
lation is initiated (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995a). From this
completely asymmetric early embryo the bilaterally sym-
metric larva is later created. When the lineage relationships
are considered, this occurs in a complex pattern (Figs. 4
and 11; Sulston et al., 1983a). However, it appears that this
complex lineage pattern contains only two basic principles
and one exceptional strategy by which homologous pairs of
cells are created (Fig. 10). In the first and simple case, two
FIG. 8. Quantitative analysis of the rotation of embryos. The rota- lineages derived from left–right homologous blastomeres
tion of embryos was determined by measuring the rotation of the (Fig. 3A2, E2) contribute to bilaterally equivalent cells (most
regions formed by the blastomeres present at the 12-cell stage (ap- of ABpla/ABpra and ABplp/ABprp). In the second case, lin-
proximately at 45 min) at the times of development indicated up
to the premorphogenetic stage. The procedure of measuring the
rotation is described under Materials and Methods. Note that the
embryo is not rotating like a solid body; instead, different regions
of the embryo rotate by different angles (i.e., regions are moving Atypical rotations of specific regions like that derived from ABalp
independently from each other). The fat stippled line indicates the in embryo 5 may reflect specific movements required to establish
average rotation of the embryo. Embryos 1 and 5 rotate clockwise, the rather invariant topography seen at the premorphogenetic stage
from a variable early topology.2 counter clockwise. Generally the patterns of rotations are similar.
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FIG. 9. Correction for the rotation of embryos under the microscope. Most embryos rotate under the microscope, which causes an
apparent movement of cells in the embryo. This movement can be corrected for when the overall rotation of the embryo has been
determined (Fig. 8) by rotating the positions of the blastomeres at a given time back by the angle by which the embryo rotated up
to this time (see Material and Methods). The left part of the figure shows dorsal views, anterior to the left, the right part shows
anterior views (cross sections), dorsal to the right. (A) Migration paths of the seam cells V4L and V4R as seen under the microscope.
This embryo rotated by a total of 061 clockwise, 048 in the time period of interest here. Correspondingly, the points 1 (90 min),
2 (100 min), 3 (115 min), 4 (135 min), 5 (150 min), 6 (165 min), 7 (175 min), 8 (195 min), 9 (205 min), 10 (220 min), and 11 (235 min)
were rotated around the center of the embryo by 0, 9, 14, 20, 25, 28, 33, 38, 43, and 48, respectively, to compensate for the passive
movements of the cells which had occurred up to each time point. (B) The migration paths are altered significantly by the correction.
For labeling, see legend to Fig. 6.
eages from left–right nonhomologous blastomeres lead to the midline and thus many symmetric pairs of cells are
derived internally within the region occupied by the descen-symmetric structures. Two ways of generating symmetry
are observed in this second case: (a) nonhomologous lin- dants of the blastomere (ABala; Fig. 6C). An exceptional
strategy is shown by the blastomere ABarp, as its anterioreages from different blastomeres lead to symmetric cells
(ABalp/ABara, ABplaaa/ABarpap, and ABalppp/ABpraaa; daughter ABarpa forms symmetric structures with part of
ABplaa (case (a) above), while its posterior daughter ABarppFig. 6B); and (b) a single blastomere whose descendants span
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region. For example, bilaterally symmetric parts of the
nervous system (parts of the ring ganglion) are derived
from completely unrelated lineages (ABalppp and ABp-
raaa) whose descendants are located in bilaterally equiva-
lent positions. ABplaaa, the homolog of ABpraaa, forms
bilaterally homologous parts of the hypodermis with an-
other unrelated lineage, ABarpap, whose descendants are
located in an appropriate region.
The ABalppp and ABplaaa blastomeres thus give rise to
subregions, forming bilateral homologs, which are re-
cruited from larger coherent otherwise unrelated regions
established by their grandmothers. Interestingly their
fates are specified by inductions (Hutter and Schnabel,
1994, 1995a). These inductions modify underlying auton-
omous lineage patterns. Hence, the lineages were appar-
ently modified secondarily by inductions to recruit cells
according to the positions in the embryo.
FIG. 10. Symmetry relations in the AB lineage. The figure shows
a schematic representation of the AB lineage in which the lineage Variability of Cell Migrations
is drawn so that left and right lineages which are homologous by
When we analyzed the cell movements leading to sym-their descent oppose each other (modified from Sulston et al.,
metric cell pairs in the embryo we noticed that the migra-1983b). The lines indicate the patterns by which the symmetry is
tion paths were not identical in different embryos. Weestablished. (1) Bilateral homologs derived from left–right equiva-
lent blastomeres (shaded). (2a) Bilateral homologs derived from left– therefore compared, in four different embryos, the migra-
right nonequivalent blastomeres. (2b) Bilateral homologs are de- tion paths of cells derived from ABarpp leading to the two
rived from a single blastomere. (3) Formation of bilateral homologs hypodermal seam cells V6L and V6R. The migration paths
by one blastomere through extended left–right cell migrations. of the germ line precursors P4 and its descendants Z2 and
Dashed lines indicate imperfect symmetry. The parts of the lineage Z3 were also analyzed as a reference. In the two examples
which are not connected produce either unique cells or structures shown in Fig. 11 (embryos 1 and 2) the movements of cellswith a three- or sixfold symmetry which is not discussed here.
are variable. The figure shows the paths of cells as they are
seen under the microscope (A1, B1) and with a correction
for the different rotations of the embryos (A2 and B2). Here
it can be seen again how important it is to correct for theforms two regions which are completely symmetric to each
other by extended cell migrations (Fig. 6C). Examples of the rotation of the embryo. The differences in movements we
observe are not caused by an inaccurate compensation forcell movements leading to the bilateral arrangement of cells
are shown in Figs. 7 and 10. It is remarkable that none of the rotational movements. If this were true it should be
possible to place the cells by rotation in congruent posi-the migration paths are symmetrical even when bilateral
homologs are derived from left–right equivalent blasto- tions. This is not possible before 200 min of development
(see also cross-sections of embryos in Fig. 12). Only latermeres.
The creation of bilateral symmetry in the structures cells have identical positions.
With the 4D microscope only the positions of nuclei areformed by the P1-derived founder cells MS, C, and D is
rather simple in contrast to that of the AB lineage. In all recorded. Therefore, there is the possibility that the posi-
tions of the nuclei vary but that the cells themselves, never-cases, the anterior daughters of these founder cells contrib-
ute to the left side of the embryo, whereas the posterior theless, are in very similar positions. To exclude this possi-
bility we mapped, as described below, the environments ofdaughters of these founder cells contribute to the equivalent
cells of the right side of the embryo (Figs. 4 and 7D) (Sulston cells and their contacts in different embryos and addition-
ally investigated whether the nucleus reflects the positionet al., 1983a).
As discussed in detail later, we propose that during the of cells in the embryo. For example, at 135 min of develop-
ment, when nuclei have quite variable positions (Figs. 13recruitment of bilateral homologs (or possibly all cells),
it is not aspects of the construction of the lineage tree and 15), an inspection of cell shapes shows that almost all
cells have a round shape and that the nucleus is positioneditself but the local recruitment of cells according to their
positions in the embryo that is the primary criterion to in the center of cells. The diameter of a cell is approximately
6 mm and that of a nucleus is 4 mm. The most significantassign fates. In other words, the production of regions is
a stronger constraint than the assignment of sublineages. misplacement of a nucleus (diameter, 4 mm) relative to the
cell body we could spot at 100 min of development wasIn Fig. 4B it is shown that bilateral homologs are indeed
recruited from bilaterally homologous regions of the em- that in the MSaaa cell (diameter, 9 mm). There our mark of
the position of the nucleus is approximately 1 mm awaybryo irrespective of the founder cell that establishes the
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FIG. 11. Variability of cell migrations. Migrations of the hypodermal cells V6L and V6R in two embryos. (A) Embryo 1, (B) embryo 2. (A1 and
B1) Migrations shown as viewed under the microscope. The orientations are the same as in Fig. 9; i.e., the left parts are dorsal views, anterior to
the left, and the right parts are cross-sections viewed from anterior, dorsal to the right. All cell positions are uncorrected. (A2 and B2) Migration
paths corrected for the general rotation of the embryos as described earlier. The paths of cells are different along all axes of the embryo. (C) To
exclude the possibility that the variability of the migration paths is due to an inaccurate correction of the general rotation of the embryos the
positions of cells in both embryos are shown at different times of development in one cross-section. The cross-sections for embryo 2 were just
rotated around the x-axis to get similar views of the embryos. Before 200 min of development, cells cannot be put in congruent positions by this
procedure (C1 and C2). This shows unambiguously that cells occupy different positions up to 200 min, but then reach equivalent positions (C3).
Interestingly, the positions of the germline precursors Z2 and Z3 differ more at the premorphogenetic stage (C4) than earlier. This may be due to
the fact that these cells are still migrating at that time to meet the cells Z1 and Z4 from which the somatic part of the gonad is derived (Fig. 15).
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FIG. 12. The variable cellular environment of V6 precursors. The cellular environments of the precursors of the hypodermal seam cells
V6L and V6R are shown at different stages of development. The left panel corresponds to the view of embryo 1 as it is seen under the
microscope; anterior to the left. The right panel shows cross sections as viewed from anterior, top to the left. The views of embryos 2
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from the center of the cell. Therefore, it appears that in bryos. The extreme variability of the environment of
ABplppaa (7 variable and only 4 constant contacts) in thegeneral the position of the nucleus very well demarks the
position of a cell in an egg of approximately 60 mm length. three embryos suggests that the general arrangement of
the AB-derived blastomeres must be very different in the
three embryos.Cell Positions and Cell–Cell Contacts Figure 14 shows the arrangement of all blastomeres in
the three embryos at 100 (Ç50 cells) and 135 min (Ç100Figure 12 compares the environment of the cells which
later produce the hypodermal seam cells V6L and V6R at cells) of development. These views were generated using
the ‘‘3D’’ feature of the new software. It is striking howapproximately 100 ({50-cell stage), 135 ({100-cell stage),
and 235 min of development ({400-cell stage) in embryos differently the blastomeres are arranged in the embryos.
For example, the descendants of ABalp are in very different1, 2, and 5. There are striking differences between the three
embryos, particularly at 100 and at 135 min of development. positions in the embryos. The most conserved arrangement
is shown by the ABpra and ABprp descendants. The blasto-For example, as discussed in some detail in the legend to
Fig. 13, at 100 min of development the relative positions of mere ABplppaa (labeled by an asterisk) lies in very different
positions in the embryos.the ABarp and ABpra derived blastomeres are quite differ-
ent. At 135 min of development they have sorted to a more We used the 50 and 100 cell stages to investigate whether
the variability of cell positions is temperature dependent.similar configuration; however, significant differences re-
main. Finally, at 235 min of development, the environment The variability of cell positions, like that of cell cleavages,
does not depend on the temperature. The positions of theof the V6R cells (ABarpppppp) is almost identical in the
three embryos (Fig. 13). cells vary at 20C to the same degree as they do at 25C
(Fig. 14).Even considering the very different topologies of the
early stages of the embryos, there remains the possibility During the analysis of the arrangement of the neighbors
of the cells derived from ABarpp in embryos 1 and 2 itthat, despite the different arrangements of the cells in
these embryos, the cell–cell contacts are identical in both appeared that cells of embryos channeled from an early vari-
able to a later less variable environment considering theembryos. Therefore, we next determined cell–cell con-
tacts of the V6 precursors and a few other cells at 100 and cell–cell contacts. To see if this is true in a general sense
and not only for cells migrating over a long distance, we135 min of development by analyzing the video-recorded
Nomarski pictures. At 100 min of development we lineaged the AB-derived part of embryo 2 up to 235 min in
order to compare it to embryo 1. The comparison of themapped 6 contacts of ABarppa, 13 of ABarppp, the contact
between these two, and 8 contacts of ABprppa to neigh- two embryos at this stage (Fig. 3) shows that the cells are
now in similar positions in these embryos. The arrangementboring blastomeres in the three embryos of Fig. 13. Of
these 28 contacts, 13 are conserved in all three embryos, of nuclei in these embryos is now identical despite their
decidedly different earlier stages. The three descendants ofbut 15 vary (Fig. 13). At 135 min of development, 13 con-
tacts of ABarppap, 11 of ABarpppp, the contact between ABplppa present at this stage (labeled by asterisks in the
figures), arrived at exactly the same position in the twothese two, 10 contacts of ABprappa, and 11 contacts of
ABplppaa were mapped. Of these 46 contacts, 20 are con- embryos despite the very different location of their grand-
mothers. It appears that embryos have the capability of as-stant and 26 vary. Therefore, not only the relative arrange-
ment of blastomeres (nuclei) but also the local environ- sembling a very precise arrangement of cells from imprecise
earlier stages.ment of blastomeres differs significantly among these em-
and 5 were rotated to have a similar perspective. See Materials and Methods for this procedure which does not alter the relative position
of cells. (A) 100 min; V6L precursor, ABarppa; V6R precursor, ABarppp. (B) 135 min; V6L precursor, ABarppap; V6R precursor, ABarpppp.
(C) 235 min, only the environment of V6R ABarpppppp is shown. (1) Embryo 1, (2) embryo 2, (3) embryo 5. All cells without capital letters
are AB-derived. As can be seen in the figure, the environments of blastomeres vary significantly at earlier stages but not at the premorpho-
genetic stage of development in the three embryos. For example, at 100 min of development the relative positions of the ABarp- and
ABpra-derived blastomeres are quite different. In embryo 1 they are in about the same position on the right side of the embryo from
middle to dorsal positions, whereas in embryo 2 the ABpra-derived blastomeres are located more ventrally than the ABarp-derived cells.
In embryo 1 Cpa is located on the left side of the ABpla-derived blastomeres, but in embryos 2 and 5 it is on the right side. In embryo 1
Caa lies to the anterior right of Cpa, and in embryos 2 and 5 it is also anterior, but slightly to the left. At 130 min of development the
ABarp- and ABpra-derived blastomeres have ordered to a more similar configuration in the two embryos. However, significant differences
in the positions of blastomeres remain, in particular the positions of the AB-derived blastomeres relative to the intestinal precursors Ealp,
Earp, and Epr to MSpaa, Caaa, and Cpaa. The C-derived blastomeres now sorted out into equivalent positions along the left–right axis,
but Caaa is located close to the midline of embryo 1, whereas in embryos 2 and 5 the cell is displaced quite far to the left side of the
embryo. In embryo 1 Cpaa is posterior of ABarpppp, in embryo 2 Cpaa has a position slightly anterior of ABarpppp, and in embryo 3 it
is located posteriorly at an intermediate distance. At 235 min of development, the environment of the V6R cells (ABarpppppp) is almost
identical in the three embryos. The Cpa-derived blastomeres are also now in equivalent positions relative to V6R.
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Cell Migrations in the Late Embryo
As pointed out earlier, the majority of the cells in the C.
elegans embryo are born at the premorphogenetic stage
close to the region where they finally differentiate, but their
precursors may have moved very far during the earlier stages
of development to reach this region. However, a few cells
are born at the premorphogenetic stage far away from their
final position and have to migrate a large distance in order
to reach their final positions (Sulston et al., 1983a). Why
these cells are not recruited within the region where they
are needed like the other 98% of the cells, but instead mi-
grate between regions is an intriguing question. As can be
seen in Fig. 15 these migrations appear to be different from
the early migrations, they are not slow constant migrations
but are relatively rapid migrations covering large distances
in a very short period of time. Two such cells are Z1 (MSp-
ppaap) and Z4 (MSappaap), the precursors of the somatic
gonad. Both cells are born at the same time at the end of
gastrulation at 237 min when regions are well established.
They migrate posteriorly in order to join the germ line pre-
cursors, Z2 and Z3. The migrations of these two cells occurs
completely synchronously, albeit they are located on differ-
ent sides of the embryo. The whole migration occurs in 90
min (235–325 min), although half of the distance is covered
in only 30 min (between 250 and 280 min, Fig. 15). The
third cell, whose migration is shown in Fig. 15, is the head
mesodermal cell (hmc), the anterior sister of Z4. In contrast
to its sister, the hmc migrates to an anterior dorsal position.
The dynamics of the migration of the head mesodermal cell
is different from that of its sister cell. It starts migrating
later (280 min) and migrates longer (until 370 min) than the
Z cells. In this case, two-thirds of the migration path is
covered in only 30 min (295–325 min). In contrast to cell
movements establishing regions within the embryo, which
are generally a continuous process, these cells show a rather
distinct migration period.
FIG. 13. Cell–cell contacts differ in embryos. The figure shows
the cell–cell contacts of blastomeres in embryos 1, 2, and 5 at
100 min (approximately 50-cell stage) and at 135 min (100-cell Organisation of Tissues and Morphogenesis:
stage). All cells without capital letters are AB-derived. Grey Migration of Muscle Precursors
hatching indicates a cell –cell contact. Contacts which differ are
In the hatching larva the body wall muscle is organizedhighlighted by a black frame. (A) Cell–cell contacts of the two
in four quadrants located under the hypodermis. TheseV6 precursors ABarppa/p at 100 min and (B) ABarppap or ABa-
rpppp at 135 min of development. (C) Contacts of ABprppa at quadrants are formed in a piecemeal manner by contribu-
100 min. (D) Contacts of ABprappa or (E) ABplppaa at 135 min tions from four blastomeres, ABp (1 cell), MS (28 cells), D
of development. (20 cells), and C (32 cells) (Sulston et al., 1983a). There
is an excellent correlation between the positions of these
blastomeres in the early embryo and the portion of body
wall muscle formed by their descendants (Fig. 16; 385 min).
The MS blastomere primarily contributes cells to the ante-Differences in cell–cell contacts arise very early in em-
bryogenesis. At the 4-cell stage all embryos still have the rior portion of the quadrants, D contributes to the middle
portion, and C contributes cells to the posterior portion ofsame topology. However, by the 8-cell stage the topology
of embryos is already variable. In embryo 5 ABpr does not the quadrants. All three of these blastomeres contribute
cells to all four body wall muscle quadrants. The creationtouch P3 as in embryos 1 and 2 (data not shown). Earlier
work has shown that by the 12-cell stage cell–cell con- of bilateral symmetry for structures derived from MS, C,
and D appears rather simple. In all cases, the anterior daugh-tacts vary considerably (Hutter and Schnabel, 1995b; see
also Fig. 3). ters of these founder cells contribute to the left side of the
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embryo whereas the posterior daughters contribute the normal development with a precision in time and space
equivalent cells on the right side of the embryo (Sulston et that was previously unattainable. Our lineage analyses sup-
al., 1983a). For example, Da gives rise to 10 muscle cells port the general notion that cell fates are assigned in an
on the left side of the embryo and Dp gives rise to 10 muscle invariable pattern during C. elegans embryogenesis as de-
cells on the right side of the embryo. scribed by Sulston and co-workers (1983a). However, using
To establish either a dorsal or ventral muscle quadrant, the 4D microscope and the analysis software we have
an equally simple ‘‘rule’’ to that which determines left– shown here that many aspects of the embryonic develop-
right symmetry seems to prevail, although there are some ment of C. elegans are variable. The cleavage times, arrange-
exceptions. Where a dorsal versus ventral migration deci- ment of blastomeres at different stages, and the migration
sion must be made it is the posterior daughter that migrates patterns vary significantly between individuals. This sug-
toward the dorsal muscle quadrant and the anterior daugh- gests that the embryo is much more regulative in many
ter that moves into the ventral quadrant. Examples of this processes than previously anticipated. Our findings are in
behavior are provided by the three presumptive myoblasts contrast to the impression left after the initial description
Msapppa, Daaa, and Dapa, where, in each case, the posterior of the embryonic lineage (Sulston et al., 1983a), which led
daughter migrates to the dorsal quadrant and the anterior to the general view that the embryogenesis of C. elegans is
daughter migrates to the ventral quadrant. During the latter completely invariant (Wood, 1988) and thus very special,
part of this process elongation begins (see 310-min interval particularly when compared to vertebrates.
to 385-min interval). As the embryo elongates, it is also
rotating, which gradually shifts the view in Fig. 16 from a
Variability of Cleavage Timingtop-down perspective (310 min) to a left-side view (385 min).
The earliest stages of elongation occur before muscle cells One of the most striking aspects of the embryonic lineage
have completed their move into quadrants. During elonga- described by Sulston and co-workers (1983a) is the very reg-
tion it is C- and D-derived muscle cells that fill the elongat- ular timing of the cleavage pattern of the cells in the em-
ing region of the embryo (note particularly time points 350 bryo. Homologous lineages can be recognized by their iden-
to 395 min; Fig. 16). Interestingly, cells are still dividing as tical cleavage patterns. Sulston et al. (1983a) reported that
they migrate (Da/pppa) into a quadrant and even after a their error in determining the timing of specific cell divi-
quadrant has formed cells divide (Da/pppp) (Sulston et al., sions was in the range of 10% during early embryogenesis
1983a; our observations). The quadrants are now continu- and 2% in late embryogenesis. Since lineages were analyzed
ous, even though the muscle cells derived from the C and by direct observation every lineage was followed in a differ-
D blastomeres are less densely packed. This suggests that ent embryo. Thus natural variability in cell cleavage timing
muscle growth is already occurring at this early stage. could not be distinguished from differences in timing in-
In addition to a general movement of muscle cells from duced by varying observational conditions. These technical
near the lateral hypodermis to positions underneath either problems are overcome with the use of a 4D microscope.
the dorsal or ventral hypodermis some extensive migrations Therefore, the variability of the timing of cleavages ob-
of individual muscle precursors are required. An example served here should reflect the natural variability of cleavage
of such behavior is seen in the migration pattern of Msapaap timing. The variability does not appear to depend on the
(Fig. 16). This cell migrates from layer 14 at 235 min to temperature. We observe the same variability at 20C as
layer 4 at 325 min. During the same time period cells that that at 25C. The variability increases with developmental
will eventually be next to this cell hover between layers 6 time and can reach 25% of the average cell cycle time in a
to 3 (see Msapappa/p). Several muscle cells are born adjacent specific cleavage round. Thus, when the variability is higher
to the lateral hypodermis and therefore are well positioned than the differences of timing producing the specific charac-
for the next stage of development, while others are born a teristic pattern drawn by Sulston et al. (1983a), this pattern
great distance from their final destination and have to mi- completely disappears. This means that great care should
grate much further to their final position within a muscle be taken if lineage transformations are scored solely on the
quadrant. These examples serve to illustrate in detail the basis of cleavage timing. The differences scored should be
two extremes observed in the assembly of multicellular significantly larger than the natural variability.
structures within the nematode; an organized pattern that
appears to have a certain logic, but also a piecemeal quality
is present as well (Sulston et al., 1983a). The detailed de- The Rotation of Embryos
scription of the formation of muscle quadrants (see the leg-
The general rotation of embryos between the 12-cellend to Fig. 16) also shows the high resolution with which
stage and the premophogenetic stage was treated herethe process can be studied using the 4D system.
merely as a significant technical problem when assessing
the migration paths of cells. The embryo does not actDISCUSSION
like a solid body when rotated, where the entire structure
The 4D System rotates by the same angle. In Figs. 8 and 9 it can be seen
that generally the posterior blastomeres from the left sideThe 4D microscope, originally designed by White and
Thomson (Hird and White, 1993), permits an analysis of of the embryo rotate by a larger angle than those from
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FIG. 14. Variable arrangement of cells in different embryos. The figure shows three-dimensional representations of six different embryos
(1, 2, and 5 recorded at 25C; 7 to 9 recorded at 20C). (A) 51 cell stages (embryo 5, 52 cells), 100 (25C) or 120 min (20C) of development.
(B) 100 cell stages (98 to 101 cells), 135 (25C) or 160 min (20C) of development. The views were created using the ‘‘3D’’ function of the
Biocell software. The embryos were rotated to place the most posterior descendant of ABarp always in the uppermost position. The size
of the nuclei is inversely related to depth. Differences in cell arrangement are visible in these embryos. The temperature does not appear
to influence on the general variability of cell positions in different embryos. Cells descending from the same blastomere of the 12-cell
stage are in different positions as groups (regions). Also, the relative position of blastomeres within a group may be very different in the
embryos, but single blastomeres do not leave their region. The blastomere ABalppaa is highlighted by an asterisk.
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FIG. 14—Continued
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ments which could thus reflect an active reorganisation
of the body plan rather than a passive movement.
Variability of Cell Positions, Migrations,
and Cell–Cell Contacts
Most cells of the embryo reach their final destination
through extensive and directed movements of their pre-
cursors through the embryo. That blastomeres produce
specific regions is therefore not trivial; regions do not
arise from the absence of cell movements. Cell move-
ments are active migrations, since cleavages contribute
FIG. 15. Timing, synchrony, and duration of migrations. Migra- no more than one-third of the path length, at least in
tion of the precursor cells of the somatic gonad (Z1, Z4) and of
those cells which move very far. Also cell cleavages maythe head mesodermal cell (hmc), the sister of Z4. The figure
even displace cells in the opposite direction of the cellillustrates some features of later cell migrations between 235
migration paths, requiring that the displacements areand 325 min of development, i.e., between the end of gastrulation
then corrected by further migrations of the displaced cell.and the beginning of elongation. Z4 and hmc are sister cells
Migrations serve to order the regions with respect to each(lineage MSappaax) born at 226 min on the left side of the em-
bryo. Z1 (lineage MSpppaap) is born around the same time (230 other and to shape the forms of the regions.
min) at the contralateral position, i.e., on the right side of the From the 8-cell stage on cell positions and cell–cell con-
embryo. The cells are born far away from their final position and tacts vary in different embryos. Up to the 24-cell stage vari-
therefore have to migrate, Z1 and Z4 to the posterior and hmc ability is low enough so that cell–cell contacts relevant for
to the anterior and dorsal. Circles indicate the position of the early inductions specifying blastomere identity are main-
cells at various time points and correspond roughly to the size
tained (summarized in Hutter and Schnabel, 1995b). But byof the cells. The designations Lx indicate the level along the z-
midembryogenesis half of the cell–cell contacts of a specificaxis, with 1 corresponding to the upper surface and 24 corre-
cell may be altered from embryo to embryo. This reflectssponding to the lower surface of the embryo. The numbers and
an extreme variability since many of the contacts whichletters within the circles indicate the time and identity of cells.
are conserved are trivial because they are those conferred(a) Z4, (b) Z1, and (c) the head mesodermal cell. Time points are
at constant intervals of 15 min, starting at 235 min (1a–1c) and by the sister or other very close relatives. The variability of
ending at 325 min (7a and 7b) or 370 min (10c). Interesting fea- cell–cell contacts suggests that there may not be too many
tures of the migrations are the following: First, they occur during inductions occurring during this period of development.
very specific time intervals; e.g., Z4 migrates mainly during the Variations of topology do not arise from the ‘‘misposition-
period between 250 and 280 min (2a–4a). Second, these intervals ing’’ of single blastomeres but from the varied positioning
appear to be specific for certain cells; e.g., hmc starts migration
of the groups of blastomeres derived from the precursors atafter 280 min (4c) (i.e., 30 min after Z1 and Z4). Third, cells of
the 12-cell stage (Fig. 14). Thus cells derived from the samethe same kind that show a similar migration behavior but lie in
founder cell appear to behave as a morphogenetic unit (re-different regions of the embryo like Z1 and Z4 migrate synchro-
gions, see below) during the morphogenetic movements innously.
the embryo.
One cannot entirely exclude that the variabilities seen in
the embryos analyzed here may be induced or enhanced by
the recording process. We never observed any movements
or bouncing of cells, which could be attributed to the opticalthe right side. The embryo thus twists during develop-
ment. This is also seen in the fact that left–right migra- sectioning of the embryo by moving the lens in 1-mm steps.
However, even if some variability was induced by the re-tions are very asymmetric (see Figs. 6 and 7). Therefore,
the bilateral symmetry relations of a 12-cell stage embryo cording process the embryo obviously has mechanisms to
cope with this variability. Also in nature embryos are sub-do not directly reflect those of a premorphogenetic stage
embryo. The posterior AB-derived left– right equivalent jected to mechanical stress, for example, during the egg
laying process or in the overcrowded gonads of starvedblastomeres which produce left–right homologous struc-
tures from approximately left– right homologous posi- mothers which still move very actively. Eggs are also
crawled over or pushed around in a crowded feeding popula-tions (Fig. 3) also do so in an asymmetric way. An appeal-
ing question to ask is why the embryos rotate at all and tion.
Perhaps the establishment of the final form can be sepa-why in different directions from an apparently similar
initial orientation. This movement could be caused by a rated into two processes: sorting of the regions relative to
each other and sorting of cells within a region. The arrange-shift of the center of gravity during development, thus
leading to a passive rotation of the embryo within the ment of cells derived from one founding blastomere may
also vary at midembryogenesis. For example the ABala-de-eggshell. Alternatively, the formation of regions by ac-
tive cell movements may cause the observed rearrange- rived cells in embryo 1 are stretched out anterior posteri-
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orly, whereas in embryo 2 they are stretched out on the might still permit a much more variable embryogenesis
to terminate successfully.left–right axis at 135 min of development. Sorting processes
guarantee that toward the end of cell proliferation variabil-
ity decreases and embryos channel into an invariant pre- The Regions in the Embryomorphogenetic stage.
An important point we wish to stress is that the final The invariant cell lineage and the small and invariant
number of cells generated during embryogenesis of C. eleg-topology of the embryo is not achieved by creating and
maintaining a very precise topology all the way through ans embryo made it apparently very different from most
other well-studied organisms. These features, in combina-development. The arrangement of blastomeres in the
early embryo, for example the 12-cell stage (Fig. 3A2, E2), tion with the failure of embryos to compensate for experi-
mentally eliminated parts, lead to the long-dominatingis already variable and the variability increases during
midembryogenesis. The invariant premorphogenetic view that the embryogenesis of nematodes progresses com-
pletely cell autonomously (Strassen zur, 1959). However,stage is then formed from these variable intermediate
stages. Due to the low number of cells, the early variabil- over the last few years many inductions specifying cell fates
in the early embryo have been identified (Bowerman et al.,ity of blastomere arrangements does not cause a signifi-
cant variability of contacts among cells yet. The variabil- 1992; Hutter and Schnabel, 1994; Hutter and Schnabel,
1995a,b; Mango et al., 1994; Mello et al., 1994; Moskowitzity of cell–cell contacts increases only with the increas-
ing number of cells. It appears that the precise topology et al., 1994; Priess and Thomson, 1987; Schnabel, 1991,
1994, 1995; Wood, 1991). In this respect C. elegans has lostof the late embryo must be achieved by a general regula-
tion of form conferred by a regulation of cell movements. its exceptional role, and the mechanisms of cell fate speci-
fication and organisation of early embryogenesis have be-The generality of this phenomenon extends the earlier
finding that a lack of 20 body wall muscle cells in the come comparable to those of other embryos.
Here we want to go one step further and argue that theembryo may nevertheless permit ‘‘normal’’ embryogene-
sis, even leading to fertile adults (Moerman et al., 1996). nematode embryo has even more in common with other
embryos and that the new insights gained in C. elegansA regulation of form by cell movements is exactly the
principle by which vertebrates develop (Slack, 1991). How allow to point out more aspects that now seem to be com-
mon to many if not all embryos.cell migrations that contribute to establishing develop-
mental form are regulated is unknown. A common theme during the early stages of embryogene-
sis of insects like Drosophila as well as vertebrates likeTwo basically different mechanisms could achieve the
cell ordering observed here. The embryo could employ an Xenopus is that the embryo is broadly divided by cell–cell
interactions into regions with specific fates (Slack, 1991).absolute coordinate system which directs cells to their
final position. Alternatively, a precise order could be Up to now this could be seen as one of the major differences
compared to embryos with an invariant lineage which ap-achieved by establishing specific cell–cell contacts. This
may even be achieved on a trial and error basis. Our obser- parently do not use this kind of strategy. The recent discov-
ery of a number of cell–cell interactions in C. elegans, how-vations give no clue about mechanisms used to sort cells.
However, the mechanisms must function in a constantly ever, makes it likely that a similar kind of regionalization
occurs here, too. The 12-cell stage embryo contains eightchanging environment and may therefore be different
from migrations which establish the nervous system and AB descendants whose fates are specified by inductions
specifying the identities of these blastomeres (for a sum-the examples of late migrations discussed here. It is an
intriguing question how complex the genetic information mary see Hutter and Schnabel, 1995b). In this paper we
show that the descendants of these eight AB blastomeresneeds to be to sort 558 cells in the C. elegans embryo.
Our proposal from above that groups of cells (regions) and occupy discrete regions in the embryo at later stages (Fig.
3). One could therefore view the early inductions affectingnot single cells may be sorted during embryogenesis may
reduce the complexity of the problem significantly. The AB cell fates as a means to divide the embryo into regions
much like in insects or vertebrates. Cells within a certainunusual early movements of the descendants of the blas-
tomere ABalp in embryo 5 may reflect such a sorting pro- region develop all the structures that are found in this part
of the body. This accounts for the complexity of the lineage,cess (Fig. 8). These cells move between 50 and 100 min
rapidly from the bottom of the embryo up, i.e., in the as the lineage serves to satisfy the regional needs of the body
plan. Therefore, like in other organisms (Garcia-Bellido etopposite direction from the other cells. Later, the ABalp
descendants move with the remainder of the embryo. al., 1973; Lawrence, 1981), the clonal boundaries, which are
identical to the regional boundaries, do not correspond toAnother intriguing question is whether the mechanism
of pattern formation through cell migrations observed functional boundaries demarcated by the tissues and organs
of the animal as was already recognized by Sulston and co-here differs from that in vertebrates where a precise form
is established from an imprecise early embryo through workers (1983a).
We propose that the early regionalization of the embryothe concerted migration of groups of cells. We find the
possibility appealing that the nematode, despite its in- through inductions and the later establishment of regions
by cell migration is the central aspect of C. elegans em-variant assignment of cell fate, uses mechanisms which
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FIG. 16. Muscle morphogenesis: The dorsoventral migration of muscle precursors. The sequence of drawings shows the migration of
muscle precursors on the left side of the embryo from their lateral position at 235 min to their final positions in the dorsal and ventral
muscle quadrants at 385 min. The positions of some overlying hypodermal cells of the lateral seam row and of the dorsal side of the
embryo are also shown for better orientation. Anterior is always to the left. Note that the embryo turns counterclockwise as it starts
elongating, so that its orientation changes from dorsal side up at 265 min to left side up at 350 min. This becomes most obvious when
one follows the position of the hypodermal nuclei of the dorsal side during this time. Circles correspond to the position of nuclei of the
cells. Numbers within the circles indicate the position along the z-axis with 1 corresponding to the upper surface and 24 corresponding
to the lower surface of the embryo. Note, however, that numbers 1 and 2 for the upper surface have been omitted. Hypodermal nuclei
are hatched. Muscle cells and muscle precursors of the ventral quadrant are white and cells of the dorsal quadrant are grey, the descendants
of the D blastomere being darker than the descendants of the MS and C blastomeres. The nine hypodermal cells of the seam row are
unlabeled; they are H0L, H1L, H2L, V1L, V2L, V3L, V4L, V5L, and V6L, from anterior to posterior. Muscle cells are close together for
most of the time. Therefore, they are labeled only in the first and the last drawing. However, since cells that have a common ancestor
are connected by lines and since the relative positions of cells are conserved, it is possible to trace each individual cell back through the
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set of drawings. Note that some muscle precursors still divide during the displayed time period, so that the number of muscle cells
increases. As mentioned in the main text, a simple ‘‘rule’’ appears to prevail by which a dorsal or ventral muscle quadrant is formed.
Where a dorsal versus ventral migration decision must be made, it is the posterior daughter that migrates toward the dorsal muscle
quadrant and the anterior daughter that moves into the ventral quadrant. Clear examples of this behavior are provided by the three
presumptive myoblasts Msapppa, Daaa, and Dapa, where, in each case, the posterior daughter migrates to the dorsal quadrant and the
anterior daughter migrates to the ventral quadrant. Also the four muscle cells derived from Msaa terminate in the ventral quadrant, while
only 6 of the 9 muscle cells derived from Msap (6 of 9) migrate as expected into the dorsal muscle quadrant. The three exceptions migrating
ventrally are all derived from the anterior daughter of a dividing precursor cell. More exceptions to the general ‘‘rule’’ are found among
the C-derived muscle precursors. As an example, Cap gives rise to a clone of 16 muscle cells, 8 each from Capa and Capp. Most cells
from each of these precursors follow the migration pattern described; 6 of 8 Capa-derived muscle cells are within the ventral quadrant,
but 2 migrate into the dorsal quadrant. Conversely, 7 of 8 Capp-derived muscle cells migrate into the dorsal quadrant, but one does end
up in the ventral quadrant. Interestingly, Capppp(d/v) are the terminal muscle cells in each of these quadrants. The two progeny of Capapa
migrate into the dorsal muscle quadrant, while the two progeny of Capapp migrate into the ventral quadrant, which is exactly the opposite
of what one might expect based on the above guideline. In this figure some landmark hypodermal cells (hatched) for the left dorsal side
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bryogenesis which controls all other aspects of the em- Thomson, 1987). Furthermore, due to the small cell num-
ber in the early embryo, all inductions act on individualbryogenesis, including the lineage. This regionalization is
an early event in development and should not be confused cells. This, together with the conserved topology of the
early embryo achieved by the control of cleavage direc-with the regionalization, or rather the specification, of re-
gional identities conferred by the homeotic genes which tions (Hyman and White, 1987), causes the inductions to
occur in an invariant pattern which in turn produces anonly occurs in other organisms after the basic body plan
has been specified. It was postulated that such a secondary invariant lineage. In other organisms inductions act on
large groups of cells which causes a natural variabilityregionalization of the body plan may also occur late in em-
bryonic development in C. elegans. However, very recently and precludes an invariant lineage. The existence of large
numbers of cells also permits compensations (regulation)it was suggested that one of the genes of the Hom cluster,
mab-5, is not expressed in a region-specific manner but cell for experimental manipulations which are impossible
when inductions occur on the level of single blastomeres.autonomously in the worm (for discussion see Cowing and
Kenyon, 1996). The only reason for the existence of invariant versus vari-
ant lineage in different organisms may be the number of
cells involved in determinative events. As already pointedWhy Does C. elegans Have an Invariant Lineage? out by Driesch at the beginning of this century (cited
in zur Strassen, 1959), the observation that an organismConsidering our argument that the basic principles un-
derlying the embryogenesis of C. elegans are the same as depicts an invariant lineage does not permit any conclu-
sion about the underlying principles of cell fate specifica-those in other organisms, the question arises of why C.
elegans then has, in contrast to other organisms, an in- tion.
variant lineage. Possibly the only important difference
between the nematode and other organisms is the number Bilateral Symmetry and Asymmetry in the Embryoof cells involved in embryogenesis and the timing of cell
fate decisions. In C. elegans only few cells are generated, C. elegans evolves its bilaterally symmetric body plan
from an early embryo with an asymmetric arrangement ofand cell fate decisions are found to be closely linked to
cell divisions. For instance, the two descendants of the blastomeres. Left–right inductions modify the initially
left–right equivalent fates of blastomeres with an equiva-AB blastomere have initially identical developmental po-
tentials when born. The induction breaking their equiva- lent descent to be left–right asymmetric (Hutter and Schna-
bel, 1994, 1995a). Thus, when the lineage is considered,lence occurs a few minutes after this division at the four-
cell stage (Hutter and Schnabel, 1994; Mango et al., 1994; left–right symmetry is mostly assembled in a complicated
piecemeal manner. We introduced earlier our concept ofMello et al., 1994; Moskowitz et al., 1994; Priess and
are illustrated at 15-min intervals from 235 min (late gastrulation) to almost 400 min (one and one-half fold embryo). It is useful to
record the relative position of muscle and hypodermal cells because it helps to distinguish cell migration and movement from
apparent movement due to the second rotation of the embryo that occurs after the commencement of elongation (about 310 min).
In this particular recording where the embryo is initially viewed from the top, the hypodermal cells derived from Caaa and Cpaa are
particularly good landmarks. These 8 cells will eventually form part of hyp 7, but first these cells interdigitate (290 min) and the
nuclei exchange sides (295 min) and occupy reciprocal positions by 320 min. Gradually, from 310 until 355 min, the Caaa hypodermal
cell nuclei rotate out of view (observe how the nuclei shift from layer 3 over the embryo then to the back surface of the embryo,
deeper into plane of focus—layers 10 and 11). As already mentioned in the main text, some extensive migrations of individual muscle
precursors are required to position cells. An example of such behavior is seen in the migration pattern of Msapaap. This cell migrates
from layer 14 at 235 min to layer 4 at 325 min. During the same time period, cells that will eventually be next to this cell only
hover between layers 6 to 3 (see Msapappa/p). The movement of muscle cells from near the seam cells to form quadrants beneath
the dorsal and ventral hypodermal tissue appears highly orchestrated. Although for the most part presumptive muscle cells form a
continuous sheet with a depth of four cells at 235 to 250 min, early signs of this coordinated movement can be detected. By 280–
295 min a gap can be discerned in the anterior portion of this sheet as the upper two rows of cells migrate dorsally and the lower
two rows migrate ventrally. The cells on the dorsal and ventral sides of this early gap are primarily MS-derived. The gap gradually
extends further posterior to separate first D-derived (310 min) and finally C-derived (325 min) muscle cells. We had previously
observed the opening of this gap and its extension from anterior to posterior using antibodies on fixed specimens (Moerman et al.,
1996), but we were not able to analyze the process with the precision afforded using the 4D microscope. By 340 min most muscle
cells have joined their appropriate quadrant. Interestingly, cells are still dividing as they migrate (Da/pppa) into a quadrant and even
after a quadrant has formed cells divide (Da/pppp) (Sulston et al., 1983a; our observations). During the latter part of this process
elongation begins (see 310 min interval to 385 min interval). As the embryo elongates it is also rotating, which gradually shifts the
view from a top-down perspective (310 min) to a left-side view (385 min). The earliest stages of elongation occur before muscle cells
have completed their move into quadrants. During elongation it is C- and D-derived muscle cells that fill the elongating region of
the embryo (note particularly time points 350 to 395 min). The quadrants are continuous even though the muscle cells derived from
the C and D blastomeres are less densely packed. This suggests that muscle growth is already occurring at this early stage.
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metrical intestinal valve cells during embryogenesis in Caeno-regional specification in the C. elegans embryo which im-
rhabditis elegans. Development 116, 1113–1122.plies that cells were recruited because of their position in
Brenner, S. (1974). The genetics of Caenorhabditis elegans. Genet-the embryo and not for their lineage descent. As shown in
ics 77, 71–94.Fig. 4B, this principle may also apply to the production of
Cowing, D., and Kenyon, C. (1996). Correct Hox gene expressionbilateral homologs. Small groups of cells are recruited from
established independently of position in Caenorhabditis elegans.larger coherent regions which happen to span the region in
Nature 382, 353–356.
which the bilateral homologs are formed. Garcia-Bellido, A., Ripoll, P., and Morata, G. (1973). Developmental
It is appealing to question why a bilaterally symmetric compartmentalisation of the wing disk of Drosophila. Nature
body plan is derived from an extremely asymmetric early New Biol. 245, 251–253.
configuration in the embryo. This may be caused by evolu- Hird, S., and White, J. G. (1993). Cortical and cytoplasmic flow
tionary constraints which we do not know. The production polarity in early embryonic cells of Caenorhabditis elegans. J.
and distribution of regions in the embryo, however, may be Cell Biol. 121, 1343–1355.
such a constraint. One could also speculate that if the fates Hutter, H., and Schnabel, R. (1994). glp-1 and inductions establish-
ing embryonic axes in Caenorhabditis elegans. Developmentof single blastomeres have to be induced in an invariant
120, 2051–2064.pattern, it may be advantageous to place blastomeres in
Hutter, H., and Schnabel, R. (1995a). Establishment of left–righthighly asymmetric positions for rather simple mechanical
asymmetry in the C. elegans embryo: A multistep process involv-reasons. Only highly asymmetric configurations of blasto-
ing a series of inductive events. Development 121, 3417–3424.meres created by the skewing of cleavage planes (Hyman
Hutter, H., and Schnabel, R. (1995b). Specification of anterior-pos-and White, 1987) may be stable enough to ensure invariant
terior differences within the AB lineage in the C. elegans embryo:cell–cell contacts.
A polarising induction. Development 121, 1559–1568.
Hyman, A. A., and White, J. G. (1987). Determination of cell divi-
sion axes in the early embryogenesis of C. elegans. J. Cell Biol.
105, 2123–2135.CONCLUSION
Lawrence, P. (1981). The cellular basis of segmentation in insects.
Cell 26, 3–10.The C. elegans embryo shows an unexpected variability
Mango, S. E., Thorpe, C. J., Martin, P. R., Chamberlain, S. H., andduring its development which resembles that of other or-
Bowerman, B. (1994). Two maternal genes, apx-1 and pie-1, areganisms. We propose that, similar to other organisms in-
required to distinguish the fates of equivalent blastomeres in the
cluding vertebrates, early cell–cell interactions serve to re- early Caenorhabditis elegans embryo. Development 120, 2305–
gionalize the embryo and that this regionalization is the 2315.
pivotal principle which explains the general outline and the Mello, C. C., Draper, B. W., and Priess, J. R. (1994). The maternal
complexity of the lineage. The only feature of C. elegans genes apx-1 and glp-1 and the establishment of dorsal–ventral
embryogenesis that is still strikingly different from other polarity in the early C. elegans embryo. Cell 77, 95–106.
organisms remains the invariant assignment of cell fates. Minden, J. S., Agard, D. A., Sedat, J. W., and Alberts, B. M. (1989).
This observed invariance is, however, only due to the fact Direct cell lineage analysis in Drosophila melanogaster by time-
lapse, three-dimensional optical microscopy of living embryos.that early interactions occur between single cells and not
J. Cell Biol. 109, 505–516.groups of cells as in many other organisms. A key question
Moerman, D. G., Hutter, H., Mullen, G. P., and R., S. (1996). Cellarising now is whether there is any significant difference
automomous expression of perlecan and plasticity of cell shapein the general principles of embryogenesis between C. eleg-
in embryonic muscle of Caenorhabditis elegans. Dev. Biol. 173,ans and other organisms.
228–242.
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Combinatorial specification of blastomere identity by glp-1-de-
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